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A WORD

FROM OUR VC
First of all, I would like to welcome
everybody to this inaugural
edition of UNIMY BUZZ, a bulletin
that will keep us informed of the
activities and happenings taking
place in our beloved university.
The COVID-19 pandemic occurred
just after UNIMY was taken over by
Serba Dinamik Holdings Berhad. This
proved to be critical as many activities
and programs, especially those under
the Marketing Department could not be
executed as planned.
Nearly five months of being
here, I have witnessed some
really good things happening
in and around UNIMY. We
have a family of incredible
people working together to
keep the environment positive
and make the university better
as a whole.
Nonetheless,
despite
the
difficult times that we had to
endure since the end of the
first quarter, mainly during this
pandemic situation, everyone
is coping well and can still
perform their best. Thank you
for your efforts.

This UNIMY BUZZ serves as a
medium to keep everyone
in the loop of any occasions
or exciting events going on in
our campus. So do feel free to
share any important news from
your department or yourself. It
is a communication platform
that would keep us informed
of the activities that keep our
daily university life interesting.
Last but not least, I hope that
moving forward we can all
contribute to enhance UNIMY
as a premier digital university
in Malaysia. Stay strong, stay

positive, and always remember
that we are in this together.
I would like to thank the
Corporate Comm Team for
their initiative to publish this
bulletin.
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Malaysia’s Premier Digital Technology University | Future Begins At UNIMY

BIRTHDAY

SHOUT-OUTS!

Don’t just count your years
make your years count

Happy Birthday AUGUST Babies!
Dr. Abdurrahman I Miss Mariam I
Mr Faizol I Miss Syuhada

QUICK ANNOUNCEMENTS
 Staff get Student incentive increased
to RM2,000! Get rewarded when the
student you refer enrols in UNIMY. Time
to put on your marketing hat.
 Seating Arrangement has been
finalized. Check the email sent by HR
on your new placement.

 It’s better to be safe than sorry, so make
sure to always adhere to the COVID-19
SOP wherever you go.
 The HR has implemented the QR Code
Attendance for all employers. Make sure
you scan the QR Code for check-in and
Check-Out on a daily basis.

UNIMY 2020

INTERNAL NEWS & EVENTS

UNIMY Eid
Celebration

Contribution to Flood Victim

This
was
the
first
celebration we had
after coming back to
the office in June.
Despite the sudden
restricted socializing
measures
imposed,
we got to celebrate
Eid in a different yet
memorable way and
the situation has given
us the opportunity to
be ever more grateful
for what we have.
It was truly a blissful
event and hopefully,
at times like this, we
have learned to be
more empathetic and
loving towards our
fellow colleagues and
also others.

In mid-July, UNIMY staff had come together to
raise some funds to ease the burden of one
of our colleagues who was badly affected by
flooding. The contribution was handed by our
Vice Chancellor.
Thank you for all helping hands, and we hope
that Mr. Zulkhairie and his family are doing well
and recovering from the flood damage.

Can we have a Mangosteen Party next, please?

Durian PARTY!
DURIAN – Some can’t stand its
strong smell, but some just adore
the distinct aroma.
Thanks to Puan Norpisah, UNIMY
durian lovers got to enjoy the King
of Fruits in such beautiful weather.
It was a joy to see all those smiley
faces and sticky hands coming
together to make the DURIAN
PARTY fantabulous.

UNIMY Open Day!
We now have Open Day every second weekend
of the month! Let us all try our best to spread the
news around and invite any university seekers
you know to drop by UNIMY during those days.
For August Open Day, the Marketing Team had
arranged some special interview sessions where
an alumnus and two lecturers shared their
experience of being at UNIMY. Hopefully, we will
get more of UNIMY family members to contribute
to the sessions next time. It’ll be great to get to
distribute those good testimonials around!

Our Merdeka
Photo/Video Shoot

UNIMY Conferment
UNIMY
Annual
Graduation
Ceremony could not take
place this year, but we can
never let the year goes by
without
any
celebration,
right?! Thus, the CSE Team had
taken the initiative to arrange
for a virtual conferment event
to confer and congratulate
the
UNIMY
Graduates
of
2019/2020.
The VC and each department
had also recorded their very
own congratulatory message
for the graduates – Thank
you all for the support and
appreciation!

“We are all Malaysians. This is
the bond that unites us. Let us
always remember that unity is our
fundamental strength as people and
as a nation.” - Tunku Abdul Rahman
To celebrate Malaysia’s 63rd Independence Day, the Marketing
Team had arranged for a special Merdeka photo and video shoot.
We came dressed in colours of the Malaysian flag, traditional attires,
Malaysian flag pattern headscarves, and were flying the national flag
super proud. Keep that spirit high and let’s cherish our differences.
Fellow citizens of Malaysia, Unite!

New Student Representative
Council (SRC) 2020/2021
UNIMY now have a new
team of SRC where they are
entering with a new vision to
make the university better and
spectacular. The SRC will be
planning more activities and
events so students can make
the most of their university
years.

UNIMY MEETUPS &COLLABS!

Kolej Islam Teknologi Antarabangsa
(KITAB) Pulau Pinang

TNB Research

Penang Skills Development
Centre (PSDC)

Japan Malaysia Technical Institute
(JMTI)

The Top Management and Academic
team at UNIMY are actively meeting
other institutions and relevant industries
to see how we can collaborate to
enhance our programmes, provide
better opportunities for our students,
and most importantly increase UNIMY
student enrolment.
If you know any great collaboration
opportunities out there, please reach out
to the top management so we can kick
start a discussion and make it happen!
Some of the meetups and collaborations
that have taken place from June – August
this year include:

CyberSecurity Malaysia

IFiber

WHAT’S GOING ON
UNIMY advertising is expanding – We are in the newspaper,
radio and soon billboards! Our VC had recorded a Sinar
FM talk set and Patrick was on Ai FM, sharing about what
makes UNIMY unique.
UNIMY social media platforms are constantly updated
now. This is another way of showing the people out there
that UNIMY EXISTS. Please do show your support by liking,
sharing, and commenting on our posts. Also, feel free to let
the MarComm Team know of any improvements or ideas
for the platforms.
UNIMY cares about the quality of our programmes. On
Aug 25, the Academic team had attended an OutcomeBased Education (OBE) workshop to review and determine
whether the courses we have are structured appropriately
and are relevant to the industry needs.

WHAT’S COMING


Birthday Celebration for July & August Babies. It might be a lil’ late, but you all deserve a
celebration. So, stay tuned for the email invites!



The first meeting of the UNIMY Industry Advisory Board (IAB) will be held on Sept 10. The IAB
meeting has been organized to initiate close interaction between UNIMY and the industry
while serving as a platform for industries to share their best practices, the latest technological
advancements, and implementation. Through this, we hope to improve and strengthen UNIMY
programmes, curriculum, and delivery strategies.

FINAL NOTE: If you have anything important, exciting to share with the rest of UNIMY Family in the
next UNIMY BUZZ, please email Asmui at nurul.azmi@unimy.edu.my, or you know where to find me

